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QUESTION: 1
Which of the following might occur if the cluster interconnect cables become detached from
one of the cluster nodes, or if the cluster interconnect adapter itself is faulty?
A. The storage appliance goes into takeover mode.
B. The WAFL logs in the cluster might become unsynchronized.
C. The storage appliance goes into giveback mode.
D. The heartbeat data in the cluster might become unsynchronized.

Answer: B
QUESTION: 2
You can unlicense the cluster feature only in _____ mode with cluster _____.
A. normal, disabled
B. normal, enabled
C. takeover, disabled
D. takeover, enabled

Answer: A
QUESTION: 3
When cabling a Fabric Attached MetroCluster, which of the following rules does NOT
apply?
A. Each clustered pair must use two switches.
B. Each node must have the HBA kit installed and running.
C. Syncmirror_local and cluster_local must be licensed and running.
D. Mixed switch types can be used, but must be the same type on each side of the cluster.

Answer: C
QUESTION: 4
When configuring a standard cluster using FAS900 series appliances, each appliance must
have a minimum of _______ FC-AL adapter port(s).
A. one
B. two
C. three
D. four
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Answer: B
QUESTION: 5
In cluster takeover mode, the shared interface assumes the identity of the ________.
A. local interface only
B. failed partner interface only
C. local and failed partner interfaces
D. None of the above

Answer: C
QUESTION: 6
The cluster interconnect adapter is installed in _______ of the FAS960c appliance.
A. Slot 1
B. Slot 11
C. Slot 6
D. Slot 10

Answer: C
QUESTION: 7
What is the maximum distance between a standard clustered pair?
A. 10 meters
B. 50 meters
C. 100 meters
D. 500 meters

Answer: D
QUESTION: 8
Please click the "Exhibit" button.
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